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TRACEURS

or the pavements of the brain

Moving theatrical and sound creation of the public space in three
stations and three movements

An adventure in the heart of the perceptions that weave our relationships…
Three «TRACORS» have a date with the «city of the brain». They give
«their cubes to bodies». They trace within the meanderings of this grey
matter. But the technology frenzy will keep going even without them….
Thanks to their synaptic connections, they rediscover living bodies, the public, in order to mirror the world, and rummage further, to find what is within and coming back out. This relational come and go reveals the paths
of empathy and emotional gateways. A path to be followed to discover
Ariadne’s threads and weave them together in order to recover ourselves.

TRACEURS makes use of our different practices,
the approach of theatre and sound and theatre of intervention.
The situation puts into play three imaginary characters on a fantastical tone
that reminds one of the world of Comic books.

NOTE OF INTENT

A stroll on the pavements of the brain
The street is a permanent circulation.
So is the brain !
What if relationships between humans within the public space
Where reflections of the way the brain works…
A permanent circulation of information thanks to the neurons
That establish communication towards the synapsis.
And what is the public was the neurons. And the synapses our relationships. And if the unfolded
convolutions of the brain, offered us a map where each street of the city represented a lobe of the
brain. Each lobe must communicate : each neighbourhood must communicate, the brain as a city or
the city as a body where each of us is a neuron and our communication is constant and vital.
A practice of the urban space reflecting what goes on within our brain…
Here we are launched onto quite «a funny little wander» within the mechanism of the brain (neurons, synapses, hemispheres and their functions, mirror neurons…) and while wandering outside, in
the streets of the city, on sidewalks…. Of the brain.
Because he lives standing, Man tends to believe that the most important things lie at the top, his
brain to start with, and develops a ‘vertical’ reflexion.
A phenomenon, quite popular at the moment, has cornered our brain and become the ‘new god’.
The frenetic quest for the understanding of how it worlds, deployed thanks to the performance of
technology, as if we were finally only ‘super machines’, points to the question of how we work and
more specifically how our thoughts work. Would the latter not be modelled by the same new technologies?
Faced with this rise in neurosciences supposed to solve all our problems, where all explanations
imply the omniscience of the brain, this creation opts for a quite humorous approach of the brain.

In TRACEURS, living and mechanical interact in meaning and in form.
Evolving in an imaginary world, the actors depend
On the sound mechanics that they transport.
At a time of standardisation of thought and formatting of desires,
Our actions automatize and computerize.
Subject to the domination that it exerts, we are under the influence.
One must be of one’s time, trendy, connected…
We are simultaneously living and connected,
Alive through our differences and human by our imagination,
Connected by our consent for the model that is to be followed.

Sound broadcasting mode
The principle of sound broadcasting, that is to say a mini self carried hi-fi for each actor on
one hand, and on the other hand two more powerful sound systems integrated
into two rolling cubes.
The configuration in five points of diffusion in movement
allows a variable geometric spatialization.
Each actor plays with invisible partners that he meets, and, from a larger point of view,
all the elements composing the décor that is common to all three actors.
Hence the sound allows each viewer to create his own image of what surrounds
the characters.

Writer and concept designer : Claire MADELENAT
Stage directors and sound : Pierre DELOSME
Musical score and sound designer : Stéphane MAZARD
Actors : Philippe MAURICE, Vincent ST LOUBERT BIE, Claire MADELENAT
Construction : Silvain OHL, Georges MATICHARD
Costumes and set designer : Virginie BERGER
Sound technical : Tuno RATER
Production and diffusion : Cerise PRAXY
Administration and communication : Sonia MONDON
L’Adami, société des artistes-interprètes, gère et développe leurs droits en France et dans le monde pour une plus
juste rémunération de leur talent. Elle accompagne également par ses aides financières aux projets artistiques.

THEATRE AND SOUND
ARTISTIC APPROACH
Listen to images...
To find new ways of interaction between sound and the actor.
To promote sound to the level of a whole partner
(character, object, set element, atmosphere, all at once)
To play on the edge of the mechanical and the living, of live and recorded performances
To devise new kinds of relations, opening up the world of sounds.
In the last decades, sound and music have taken an increasing part in the sphere of theatre.
However development of the dramatical value of sound remains an exception.
Though - as well as theatre at large - sound has always driven its own train of images,
recollections and tales...
Sound can model atmospheres, sceneries, landscapes...
Sound can show some personality, intentions, feelings...
To speak of a sound, one will mention its colour, its shape, dynamics, movement, depth, range, volume,
perspective, sensation...
All criteria one will use to describe a theatrical impression as well.
An acoustic atmosphere can influence or even drive an actor’s emotions and intentions, a spectator’s
feelings and impressions.
Whether it comes from a human voice, the environment, an instrument, acoustic or electroacoustic devices
(live or recorded), sound is potentially as important to us as theatre is to all performing techniques.
We have consciously chosen to play on the edge between theatre and sound...
We intend to continually break the balance sustaining dramatical and scenographical
abilities of both theatre and sound.
We feel the urge to explore their intrications, to bring out accurate blends
of dramatic arts and sound techniques - of stage setting and sonic-wave setting.

The research depends on the involvement of sound designers coming from various milieus:
sound-effects engineers, stage-sound engineers, musicians, electronoise designers...
As a result of these works, our company is able
to give the invisible a shape, to stimulate the very sensations and emotions in people....

BACKGROUND
L’Éléphant Vert proposes all-purpose performances, fit for the street,
the stage, the forest, factories, hospitals, whatever...
L’Éléphant Vert is keen on occupying various spaces as different as possible : stage happenings, walking
performances, urban sceneries....
Since 1993, L’Éléphant Vert wavers on theatre and sound, playing on the edge between these two worlds,
experimenting new kinds of relations
between dramatic art and sound techniques, between stage setting and sonic-wave setting.
After « Attention Sons!» (Watch out ! Listen !) and « Bouche d’oreille» (EarMouth),
indoor performances for young audience,
« BI», an ambulatory street performance and « C’est du propre!»,
tragi-comedy theatre and sound for public spaces
L’Eléphant vert propose five original performances on national, European and International tour :
.Three “theatre and sound” creation for street and large indoor places:
- “ Datacula The fightfull comedy of conscience street”(création 2010/11),
First play for Soundscope 360°.
- “Chercheur de mémoires” (2003), ambulatorie “theatre and sound” creation
163 performances in 58 cities of 11 country,
- “Faunèmes” (2000), ambulatorie “theatre and sound” creation (179 perf. in 80 cities of 14 countries),
.A theatrical intervention :
- “Le meilleur ami de l’homme” Wandering and provocative theatrical intervention
(157 perf. in 47 cities of 8 countries)
And:
Creation for young audience (3-6 ans)
- “Ploum Plouf” (2009) show for a dancer and an actress - 94 performances
This creative activity, which drives the company out of our region as well as abroad, is regularly combined
with workshops ans special sessions.
Settled on the estate of Boisviel in eastern Camargue, the company now runs a whole creative and training
instrument,
including a sound recording studio and a 150m2 rehearsal room.
L’Éléphant Vert shows some reluctance to categorization and will not fit into a norm or a specific sphere Rather, we stand at the crossing of all entertainment genres,
the only location where any kind of encounter is made possible.
www.elephantvert-theatre.com
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